E - Wallet cum Card Protector

E-Purse of Indian Bank is also a Wallet with the following features:

- Physical Debit Card issued - Can use in ATM / POS (not in other Wallets)
- Master Card Wallet - Wide Merchant acceptability across the globe
- Card Protector - Primary account is not exposed to public website
- Top up 'thru’ - Net Banking – Any time - number of times
- Transfer back from Wallet in case of need any time (not in other Wallets)
- Three Debit Cards for different persons / purposes (not in other Wallets)
- Can assign Nick Name of your choice (Not in other Wallets)
- Can give it to Near and Dear
- Excellent Tool for Expenditure Budgeting

Get e-Purse!!! Take Care of the convenience and safety of you and your expenses!!!
Login to your Netbanking Account
Create E-Purse Account Online
Get the ATM Card from Branch
Transfer necessary amount to E-Purse Account.

Give it to your kid
It can be used in ATM and POS

Do not worry about Fraudsters

Transfer the money online immediately
E-Purse
Main Account

I lost my Card

Do not worry about Fraudsters
Transfer the whole amount to your main account.
Now your e-Purse Card is risk free